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FOREWORD 

As the research center of LEAA, the National In
stitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice tests 
and evaluates new approaches to improving criminal 
justice. The results of one such experiment -- the 
Pilot Cities Program -- are summarized in this eval
uation report. 

The program selected a group of eight cities to 
demonstrate and evaluate promising ideas and tech
nologies. A small team of criminal justice experts, 
independent of specific agencies, was established in 
each city to stimulate change, provide technical assis
tance, and conduct research. 

A twenty-month evaluation of the program found 
that the team concept could work well. It proved an 
effective approach to improving criminal justice that 
should be applied further. Overall, the evaluators 
concluded that the process of change need not be seen 
as wholly dependent on personalities or special cir
cumstances. Successful strategies -- such as the Pilot 
team approach -- can be developed and transplanted to 
other localities even though the circumstances and 
personalities may be different • 

The evaluation also uncovered a number of short
comings in the program. One provocative finding illu
minates the tension between "innovation" on the one 
hand and "improvement" on the other. As the report 
points out, the two are not mutually reinforcing; 
indeed, they may actually compete with each other. 
So much more is known about advanced practices than 
is ever applied in any single jurisdiction that it can 
be highly productive to pull together the best avail
able approaches and test them systematically, rather 
than focus on "new" ways of doing things. 

Gerald M. Caplan, 
Director 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In May 1970, the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration (LEAA) awarded the initial grant for w~at was 
to become known as the Pilot Cities Program. The grant, 
to establish a Pilot Cities Team in San Jose/Santa Clara 
County, California, was followed by awards to seven other 
city/county pairs, so that by June 1972 there were eight 
Pilot Cities.1 

In November 1973, the American Institutes for Re
search (AIR) was awarded the contract to conduct the 
national evaluation of the Program. 

In June 1974, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) 
prepared a report on the Program which concluded that its 
national benefits were too limited to justify continua
tion. Shortly thereafter, LEAA announced that the Pilot 
Cities Program would be phased out by the end of fiscal 
year 1975. 

As it happened, the draft versiqn of the national 
evaluation was delivered 30 June 1975--the very date 
that the truncated Program expired. The final version 
of that report, summarized in this document, discusses 
both the failures that led to the Program's early ter
mination and the successes that were cited in its defense. 
But the main purpose of the evaluation has not been a 
retrospective analysis of how eight specific Teams in 
eight specific cities could do it allover again, better. 
The main purpose has been to evaluate the lessons of the 
Program. And the summary lesson of the evaluation is 
that 

The central concept of the pilot Cities 
Program is sound; it is an effective 
approach to improving local law enforce
ment and criminal j~stice systems~ and 
one which shouZd be appZied further. 

1 In order of funding, the eight City/county pairs were: San 
Jose/Santa Clara, California (5/70); Dayton/Montgomery, Ohio (cont'd) 
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The conclusion is based on analyses of a very ex
tensive body of quantitative and qualitative data. The 
data, the analytic results, and their implications are 
presented in full, in a 194-page report. This Summary 
is a brief overview of the Program, its outcomes, and 
the conclusions and recommendations contained in the full 
r(~port . 

THE NATURE AND THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM 

Thp mechanics of the Program were simple. A small 
group (If experts in law enforcement and criminal justice 
was to be installed in a medium-sized American city; 
not as part of the police, or the courts, or the city 
manager's office; not as a local arm of LEAA; but as an 
independent unit which could work with all aspects of the 
1 aw ('nforcement/criminal justice (LE/CJ) system, across 
city and county boundaries, to introduce the best in 
available techniques and to assist in the development 
of 1)(>t tar ones. 

A Pilot Cities Team was comprised of four senior 
"Associate Directors" ("Associates," for convenience) 
and a small supporting staff of research and clerical 
assistants. It was intended that each of the Associates 
would have expertise in one or more of four fields: 
police, courts, corrections, or systems analysis. Com
bined, the members of the Team would cover all four 
fields. 2 The Teams were to operate for five years, in 
three twenty-month phases. Each Team would receive 
operating funds of roughly $400,000 per phase, and an 
annual entitlement for that city/county of $500,000 in 
non-competitive "Pilot 0" funds, which agencies in the 
chosen city/county could seek through the ordinary grant 
application process. A major fU11ction of the Team was 
to help develop project ideas for the use of the Pilot 
o monies. 

The structure and operating procedures for the Teams 

(fnl cont'd) (7,'70); Charlotte/Mecklenburg, North Carolina (12/70); 
Albuquerque/Bernalillo, New Mexico (2/71); Norfolk/Metropolitan 
area. (hereafter called "the Tidewater"), Virginia (9171); Omahal 
Douglas, Nebraska (9/71); Des Moines/Polk, Iowa (9/71); and Roches
ter/Monroe, New York (6/72). 
2 "A Note on Organization of the Teams," 41-42; "The Ideal Pilot 
Team Associate," 42-50. (unless otherwise specified, notes refer
ence the full report) 
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were reasonably clear from the outset; what they were to 
accomplish was less so. The Pilot Cities Program ran 
through several sets of objectives, none of which re
flected a genuine consensus.3 The technically definitive 
statement of purpose is this, from the official LEAA 
Guideline on the subject: 

a) To demonstrate the ability of an interdisci
plinary team with exceptional research and 
analysis abilities to work with an operating 
criminal justice system and within a period of 
five years to contribute significantly to the 
improved ability of that system to reduce crime 
and delinquency and improve the quality of justice. 

b) To institutionalize the gains made during the 
Pilot Cities Program by building into the tar
get area's criminal justice system the research 
and analysis capability necessary for system
wide, proolem-oriented planning and program 
evaluation. 

c) To understand more clearly the process by which 
change takes place in the criminal justice sys
tem so that more effective means can be devised 
for the nationwide dissemination and possible 
implementation of well-tested innovations.4 

In one form or another, all three of these goals 
were recognized throughout the life of the Pilot Program. 
But this particular statement first appeared in a docu
ment dated January 1973, when the first Pilot Cities 
Team was already finishing its third year. Tr~ Program 
was plagued throughout its existence by shifts in em
phasis, changes in priority, and conflicting interpre
tations of the "real" objectives. s 

3 "The Evolution of Objectives," 11-17 
4 Quoted from "LEAA Guideline: ·Pilot 81tics/Counties Frogram," 

p. 2. The document is reprinted in its entirety in Appendix 
A of the full repo~t. 

S "The Evolution of Objectives," 11-17. 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS: START-UP 

There were implementation failures from the outset 
and many of the deficiencies can be attributed to LEAA 
and NILECJ management. 6 There were weaknesses in site 
selection, in the establishment of guidelines, in the 
selection of grantees, and in some grantees' staffing 
of the Teams. In general, the AIR evaluation endorses 
the GAO findings which deal with program design and 
management. The major technical shortcomings were these: 

-Phe goals of the P~og~am were not spelled out at 
the outset. To the extent that initial Program 
goals were stated, they were unrealistically ambi
tious (e.g., to create model LE/CJ systems).7 

-Phe ten c~ite~ia developed fo~ site selection we~e 
poo~ly defined and~ iaken togethe~~ so ~est~ictive 
that p~obably no city could have met a good defini
tion of all of them. Priorities were needed to 
establish what was requi~ed in a Pilot site, as 
opposed to what would have been desirable. For 
example, crime rate was just one of the ten cri
teria topics. Six of the eight cities were chosen 
even though they had recent crime rates which were 
lower than the average for (. 'ties of similar size. 8 

-As a whole~ the Associates Oh the Pilot Peams were 
not the cadre of LE/CJ research expe~ts they were 
intended to be. Almost half--fifteen--of the orig
inal Ihirty-two Associates lacked substantial ex
perience in an LE/CJ agency and lacked professional 
research credentials and lacked a terminal degree 
in an LE/CJ speciality. Fifteen of the original 
Associates met only one of those three qualifica
tions. Only two of the thirty-two met two of them. 
None met all three. 9 

6 NILECJ--The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice--is the research arm of LEAA. It was the LEAA office wIth 
direct responsibility for designing the Pilot Cities Program and 
overseeing its evaluation. 

7 "The Evolution of Objectives," 11-17. 

8 "The Ten Criteria for Site Selection," 24-26; "Application of 
the Quantitative Criteria," 26-34. 

9 "The Initial Teams," 41-56; "Impact and the Nature of the Team: 
P/~rsonne1 Qualifications, II 173-175. 
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- (Jnly two of the eight selected grantees could point 
to substantial institutional experience in LE/CJ 
research. 10 

-Only half of the Teams maintained enough continuity 
in staff and leadership to warrant the descriptor~ 
"team." None of the other four functioned as a 
cohesive unjt for longer than a single twenty
month phase. I1 

8The Regional Offices received no clear guidance 
on the limits of their responsibilities for the 
Pilot Teams; and this was a major factor in pro
voking some Regional Offices to interfere exces
si vely in Team activities .12 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TEAM ACTIVITIES 

The Pilot Teams were supposed to achieve the Pro-· 
gram's objectives by conducting three types of activity: 
demonstration projects~ pilot research on local r.:t/CJ 
problems, and technical assistance to local LE/CJ agen
cies. The activities of the eight Teams may be summarized 
as follows. 

Ninety-eight demonstration projects were funded 
wholly or predominantly as a product of the Teams' ef
forts. Initial fundipg from both Federal and local 
sources was $17,800,000, or roughly $600,000 per city 
per year. An additional $8,200,000 in continuation 
funding had been allocated by the end of calender 1974. 
Overall, about $26,000,000 was devoted to LE/CJ projects 
sponsored by the Teams during the life of the Program. 13 

One hundred thirty Pilot research activities, ini
tiated by the Teams, were identified. Forty of these 
were baseline data surveys; thirty-three were descrip
tive research; forty-one were analytic studies; nine 
were evaluations; and seven were planning studies.14 

10 "Application of the Grantee Criterion, II 38-40. 

11 "The Teams OVer Time," 56-64; "Impact and the Nature of the Team: 
Structural Integrity," 173. 

12 "The Regional Offices and Process," 104-105. 

13 "Demonstration Proj ects," 107 -117. 

14 "Pilot Research," 117 -122. 
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One hundred five activities were put under the label, 
technica~ assistance. They spanned a wide range of types. 
Thirty-nine were general consulting services; eighteen 
were evaluations conducted at the request of a local 
agency; forty-two were research support in response to 
needs expressed by local agencies; and six were work
shops or seminars.I5 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TEAM IMPACT 
.'. 

~. The Pilot Teams' impact was assessed in terms of 
the two fundamental objectives of the Program. For 
each objective, three indicators were used. 

Objective I: To buitd the capabiZity of the tocaZ 
LE/CJ system 

indicator 1: impact on local agency operations 
Indicator 2: impact on the research, planning, 

and evaluation (RPE) capabilities 
of local LE/CJ agencies 

Indicator 3: impact on inter-agency eommunica
tion and coordination 

Objective II: To contpibute to nationaZ LE/CJ 
theopy and ppactiae 

Indicator 4: development of innovations in 
LE/CJ practice 

Indicator 5: contribution to the LE/CJ theoret
ical state of the art 

Indicator 6: development of projects with wide
spread utility elsewhere 

The Program1s level of impact varied greatly, de
pending on whether Objective I or Objective II was at 
issue. 

1. Accomplishment of Objective I. Presentation of 
the quantitative data relating to Objective 1 occupies 
some fifteen pages of the full report. A quick summary 
is that of 228 activities (demonstration projects, re
search, and technical assistance) evaluated, 142 achieved 
one or more of the three indicators of impact. Twenty
one achieved all three, fifty-two achieved two of the 

15 "Technioal Assistance," 122-126. 
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three, and sixty-nine satisfied one of the indicators. 16 

Taking the Team as the unit of analysis, these 
overall judgments emerged from the evaluation: 

San Jose. As a vehicle for improving the local 
LE/CJ system, the San Jose Team was a resounding success. 
The quantitative analyses put it far out in front of the 
other seven Teams, and they are backed by detailed and 
convincing qualitative evidence of impact. 

The Tidewatep. The numbers put the Tidewater sec
ond on all three of the Objective I indicators, and 
they fairly reflect the qualitative record. The Tide
water Team was clearly the second most successful Team 
relative to the other seven, and a solid, unequivocal 
success in terms of its absolute impact on the four 
LE/CJ systems which it served. One indication of this 
is the energetic effort made by the leaders of local 
LE/CJ agencies to maintain the Team after the Pilot 
Cities Program was phased out. 

Rochestep. With a life of only three years, the 
Rochester Team appeared to be getting into stride just 
as phaseout was announced. Rochester's style contrasted 
with those of San Jose and the Tidewater--it tended more 
toward research than the other two, and was less aggres
sively oriented toward operation programs. But it did 
produce several important p-roje'!ts, and was being used 
as a source of advice and assistance by all of the lead
ing components of the system. Given a full five years, 
the Rochester Team could reasonably have been expected 
to achieve results on the order of those of the San Jose 
and Tidewater Teams. 

Charlotte. Of all the Teams, we are least confi
dent about how co assess Charlotte. If the Charlotte 
Team is measured against its own standards of what it 
wanted to accomplish, it did very well. Measured against 
LEAA's expectations, it did not. The Charlotte Team 
explicitly refused to force the pace; it stood ready to 
respond, once its assistance had been sought. And the 
Team's responses usually were timely, supportive, and 
competent. Yet, the Team was perceived by local LEjCJ 
agencies as being aloof, detached, perhaps too piously 
reticen~ to take the initiative. A fair overall summary 
statement about the Charlotte Team seems to be that it 

16 "Institutionalized Improvement of Local Systems," 129-143. 
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perfo:miea. its self-defined role with integrity; and it 
could have achieved much more than it did. 

Des Moines. The Des Moines Team, like Rochester's, 
appeared to be gaining momentum wben the phaseout of the 
Pilot Cities Program was announced. Its achievements 
during Phase I had been marginal. In Phase II a new 
director and an improved relationship with the Regional 
Office were resulting in an improved level of achieve
ment. Then, activity fell off when it became known that 
the Program would be terminated early. Overall, the 
Des Moines Team did not achieve a substantial level of 
impact during its existence. It was moving in that 
direction. ---.. -

Dayton. The Dayton Team's history was characterized 
by disruption and confusion from the start. The Team 
survived for nearly the full five years, and in the pro
cess managed to implement a number of demonstration 
projects. In that sense, it did have some positive 
effects. But the Team was never able to establish it
self in the role envisioned for Pilot Teams, of advisor 
and facilitator for the LE/CJ system. 

Albuquerque. The Albuquerque experience was dif
ferent than Dayton's 1.n specifics, but not in overall 
effect. Projects which had value were funded, technical 
assistance was provided, but the concept behind the Pro
gram was no~ realized. 

Omaha. The Omaha Team was a failure by every 
measure of achievement. A mediocre performance in Phase 
I (for which the Regional Office and the citv share 
responsibility with the Team) was followed b; disaster 
in Phase II. It is nearly impossible to point to a 
positive outcome of the Omaha program Which could not 
have been produced more easily and cheaply by providing 
the money without the Team. 

These labels of success and failure must be judg
mental. There is no natural standard of satisfactory 
performance on the three indicators of impact on the 
local system, for it is not known what a Team should be 
able to accomplish in five years. If the record for the 
three clearest "successes" is read as a whole, this could 
be said as a summary of their local impact: As a result 
of their presence, many substantial and positive changes 
occurred in the ways that local LE/CJ agencies went 
about performing their functions; major agencies, in
cluding the police and courts, added people, skills, and 
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hardware that inc::eased their permanent capability to 
do their own applled research and evaluation; major 
segme~ts o~ the ~ystem were linked through continuing 
relatlonshlps WhlCh did not exist prior to the Teams' 
efforts. The systems were improved; they were not trans
formed: Similar improvements were occurring on a smaller 
scale ln the less successful cities as well. 1? 

The available data also indicate that the Teams 
were aff 7cting the course of local LE/CJ development as 
well as ltS rate. Changes were occurring which appar
ently would not.have occurred through the usual grant 
process, and th1S may well be the most significant as
pect of the Program's results. A major concern of LEAA 
and one of the principal motivations for the Pilot Cit-' 
i7s Program, was to induce the kinds of changes which 
wlll lead to self-sustaining improvements. Increases in 
loca~ research! p~anning and evaluation (RPE) capabilities 
and In?reaSes 1n lnter-agency coordination are key ele
ments ln that pr0cess. It is therefore of considerable 
i~tere~t that th~ m~a~ level o~ impact on both of those 
d~mens~o~s was s~gn~f~cantly h~gher for Pilot demonstra
t~on.pr~Jects than for non-pilot demonstration projects. 
Statlstlcally, forty-one percent of the Pilot demonstra
tions resulted in either actual or planned increases 
in RPE resources, compared to only twelve percent of the 
non-Pilot demonstrations. Fifty-six percent of the Pilot 
demonstrations resulted in new and continuing inter
agency relationships, compared to ten percent of the 
non-Pilot demonstrations .18 

2. Accomplishment of Objective II. When we turn 
to Objective II, impact on national LE/CJ theory and 
p~actice, the evidence is much less positive. One of the 
successes on Objective I (San Jose) also had documen
t~~le effects on systems in other cities--to quote a 
senior official of a large western city which is bene
fiti~g from a San Jose idea, "They are doing a hell of a 
serVlce for the criminal justice systems of this nation." 
But the San Jose Team probably represents a maximum 
l€!vel of dissemination impact which can be expected from 
a Pilot Team, not just a "success." And even in San 

I? liD' f'f Am t . ~ erences ong he Teams: Improv~ng the Local LE/CJ Sys-
tern," 152-156. 

18 i'The Effectiveness of the Pilot Team Approach in Shaping LE/CJ 
Change," 16)+-167. 
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Jose, the extent to which the Team contributed novel 
techniques (as contrasted with simply better techniques) 
is questionable. Overall, for even the successfu~ pi~ot 
cities Teams~ impact on nationa~ theory and practice 
was negHgib~e. 19 

This conclusion is supported by the assessment of 
Pilot demonstration projects on the three impact indica
tors for Objective II, as compiled from the ratings of 
nine expert judges.20 

For the first of the indicators, deve~opment of in
novations, it was the consensus of these observers that 
almost al~ of the Pi~ot demonstration projects were well 
within the range of established LE/CJ practice. 21 

Results were somewhat more favorable for the second 
indicator, contribution to the LE/CJ state of the art. 
The assessment of the judges was that rough~y one-third 
of the projects have a potentia~ (if competent~y evaZ
uated) of contributing answers to important unresolved 
issues in law enforcement and criminal justice. This, 
of course, also means that two-thirds of the projects 
were judged to be of marginal interest. 22 

On the third indicator of impact on theory and 
practice, the exten~ of utility in other cities, the 
results again showed unimpressive impact. In the judges' 
estimate, the average Pilot Cities demonstration project 
is either already being done in more than two out of 
three cities~ or is not worth doing in those cities 
whioh do not have it. 23 

Differences among the eight Teams in impact on Ob
jective II are discussed in the full report, but absolute 
impact was generally so minor that the differences have 
little significance. 24 

19 "Differences Among the Teams: Advancing LE/CJ Theory and 
Practice, n 156-158. 

20For information on the rating procedures and the panel of judges, 
see Appendix C of the full report. 

21 "Innovation and Advancement," 143-148. 

22 Ibid. 

23 "Transferability and Dissemination," 148-152. 

24 "Differences Among the Teams: Advancing LE/CJ Theory and 
Practice, n 156-158. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The final section of the full report (Section XI, 
177-194) presents forty-one conclusions and recommenda
tions. They 1;!ave two types of application. Some of 
the findings ~uggest guidelines for designing and im
plementing LEAA programs. Portions of the section are 
de~oted to recommendations of this type, and they are 
qUlte specific. The Pilot Cities Program also illumi
nates policy issues which are fundamental to the way that 
LEAA goes about its mission. Recommendations relating 
to those issues are addressed in as broad a context as 
possible. 

The conclusions and recommendations are grouped 
under three headings. The first of these deals with 
the concepts of uinnovation" and "improvement" as they 
apply to changes in law enforcement and criminal justice. 
We believe that the Pilot Cities experience highlights 
a tension between the two concepts which is too seldom 
recognized. The second heading deals with the lessons 
of the Program for advancing the state of the LE/CJ art. 
We have stated that the Teams accomplished very little 
on this objective; what did their failure suggest about 
the right way to do it? The third heading turns to 
recommendations for exploiting the team approach to 
improving ~oca~ oriminal justice systems. 

1. Improvement or Innovation: Some Problems of 
Priority. In the design of social action programs, it 
has generally been taken for granted that the way to 
make progress is to develop new approaches, test them, 
and then adopt and disseminate the ones that work. Pro
grams initiated by LEAA have generally followed this 
mode~. At the beginning of the Pilot Cities Program, 
the lmprovement of local systems through innovation was 
the stated objective. But a consistent theme of the 
Pilot Cities history is that innovation and improvement 
are not the mutually reinforcing objectives that they 
were assumed to be. Our findings raise serious ques
tions about the necessity of innovation as a vphicle fo~ 
improvement and even suggest that innovation may compete 
with improvement in an operational setting. 

This conclusion applies most emphatically to im
provement in local LE/CJ operations. Viewing the Pilot 
Cities ~xperience as a whole, a central finding of this 
study has been that 
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(1) Improvement of Zocaz criminaz justice 
systems and innovation in criminal jus
tice techniques are very different tasks 
calling for different approaches~ dif
ferent types of peopZe, and different 
magnitudes of resources. 

If LEAA asks, rtWhat did the Pilot Cities Program accom
plish in finding new solutions to LE/CJ problems?" the 
answer is, "Very little." If LEAA asks instead "What 
did the Pilot Cities Program accomplish in impr~ving 
local LE/CJ systems?" the answer is, "Quite a lot, in
cluding a sound general approach that can be applied 
more widely. II There is no contradiction i'1 these con·
trasting results. Given the state of LE/CJ practice 
in most American cities, the fact is that innovation 
is often unnecessary to improve local systems, because 

(2) What is known about taw enforcement and 
criminal justice far outstrips what is 
generaZZY practiced. Most cities can 
improve their LE/CJ systems dramatically 
without inventing "new" approaches. 

Observers of the crime problems in this country commonly 
(and with reason) take a gloomy view of our state of 
knowledge, because we are so far from having answers to 
the bedrock questions about preventing crime and reha
bilitating criminals. But this should not obscure the 
vast number of effective ways of doing things, particu
larly in management, which are not yet being applied 
in most cities. 

The distinction between "improvement" and "innova
tion" applies to the state-of-the-art issue as well. 
The Pilot Cities experience supports the proposition 
that innovation is often unne~essary to improve the 
state of the LE/CJ art, because 

(3) What has been tried in law enforcement 
and criminal justice far outstrips what 
has been learned from the experience. 
The state of the art can be improved 
dramatically by learning more about what 
we already are doing or have done. 

How many community-based corrections projects (to take 
a current example) have been tried, in how many varia
tions? Put conservatively, the answer must be in the 
dozens. How much is really known about which types 
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make economic or correctional sense? Put generously, 
the state of our knowledge is not commensurate with the 
extent of the experimentation. In absolute terms we 
know very little. ' 

The above are reasons that innovation is often not 
a.necessa:y condition for improvement, either in opera
tlons or 1n knowledge. In addition, there are two fac
~ors which s~ggest that they may actually be competitive 
1n an operatlonal setting. 

First, 

(4) The conditions that are required to 
implement and evaZuate an innovation 
tend to be incompatible with the oper
ational interests of a locaZ LE/CJ 
agency. 

Procedures that are often essential to a valid test of 
an innovation--control groups, standardization within 
treatment groups, redundancy of observations, and the 
rest--tend to be awkward, disruptive, pain-in-the-neck 
things for an agency to do while it is also trying to 
get on with its daily operational responsibilities. 
Sometimes, experimental procedures can also be profes
sionally disquieting to the LE/CJ official. Innovations 
in criminal justice almost inevitably affect the treat
ment of human beings. If the innovation looks promis
ing, it appears to be inhumane and unreasonable to de
liberately withhold it from a control group. If the 
innovation looks chancy, it is difficult to rationalize 
the continued use of people as guinea pigs. For both 
administrative and functional reasons, innovation can 
easily clash with the interests of the local agency. 

Second, if it is to be truly new and untried in
novation on a small scale can easily deflect reso~rces 
from the areas most urgently in need of improvement; 

(5) Innovations tend to ceal with issues 
on the periphery of LE/CJ needs, when 
they take place in a local setting 
witn modest resources. 

And this was precisely the setting in which the Teams 
had to operate. They were given a mandate to "innovate," 
and they soon found that there are very few projects 
which (1) can be done with some modest fraction of 
$500,000 per year and (2) require no changes in state 
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laws or local ordinances and (3) deal squarely with the 
central issues of changing criminal behavior and dispen
sing more equitable justice and (4) have never been tried 
anywhere before. Teams characteristically had to choose 
between dealing with a central issue or producing a 
genuine innovation. It is this fact which we believe 
explains the empirically demonstrated lack of relation
ship between the "innovativeness" of a project and the 
measures of its utility locally and elsewhere. 25 Without 
exception, the Teams leaned toward projects which met 
the utility criterion even if it meant sacrifice to the 
innovation criterion. 

In combination, these characteristics of the con
flict between innovation and improvement suggest four 
further conclusions. The first one is specific to the 
Pilot Cities Program: 

(6) The emphasis on innovation in the PiZot 
Cities Program was a mistake that cut 
deepZy into the impact which might have 
been achieved. A simpler mandate to help 
modernize and integrate the local LE/CJ 
system would probably have been more 
productive. 

The mirror image conclusion, and one which we be
lieve deserves close scrutiny by LEAA, is that 

(7) The criminaZ justice systems in the 
eight piZot Cities were at a point in 
deveZopment where smaZZ increments of 
technoZogy and expertise were abZe to 
produce high payoffs. And the systems 
in those eight cities do not appear 
to be atypical of other cities of com
parable size. 

The third conclusion, which appears to have been 
missed in the GAO report, is that 

(8) The piZot Team approach can be quite 
efficient as a means of introducing 
these cost-effective changes. 

The approach is essentially a good one. Suggestions 

25 "Tradeoffs Between Improvement and Innovation, II 161-163. 
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for applying it are given in recommendations 21 to 40. 

Finally, 

(9) The piZot Cities experience suggests 
that LEAA shouZd reassess how best to 
stimuZate advances in the state of the 
art. For this) the Pilot Cities con
cept is not an efficient approach. 

In this respect, our findings are consistent with the 
GAO evaluation. We turn now to the implications of the 
Program's failure to meet expectations on this objective. 

2. Contributions to the LE/CJ state of the Art. 
Advancing the state of the art remains one of LEAA's 
important missions. We have suggested that the Pilot 
Team approach is not an appropriate vehicle for accom
plishing that mission. But beyond the questions speci
fic to the Pilot Cities Program, the record consistent
ly suggested reasons for concluding on a broader basiS 
that 

(10) Advancing the state of the art by find
ing "new ways of doing things" may be 
of Zow priority as a tooZ for advancing 
knowZedge about urban criminaZ justice. 
Consolidating our knowledge about cur
rent techniques is probably more pro
ductive at this point. 

Certainly the notion of the brand-new, never-before
tried solution was given too much emphasis by some of 
the Regional Offices. It was also overemphasized, we 
believe, in the GAO assessment of the Pilot Cities Pro
gram--and that in turn reflects the high standing it 
originally had in LEAA/Washington as an inspiration for 
the Pilot Cities Program. 

But while the value of the unique innovation was 
being overemphasized, another equally distractin~ over
emphasiS was developing. A second basic conclusJ.on about 
advancing the state of the art is that 

(11 ) "Evaluation" threatens to replace "innova
tion" as the magic word. But across-the
board evaZuation is not the answer. The 
current tendency to evaluate everything 
is deflective. 
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These two general conclusions provide the context 
for a number of more specific points, as follow. 

. Improving the State of Knowledge about Current 
Pract~oes. In the process of examining the demonstra
tion projects developed by the Pilot Teams, it was re
peatedly brought out that 

(12) Authoritative evaluations are still 
lacking for some fundamental law enforoe
ment and criminal justice practioes. 

The ratings of the nine judges who examined the Pilot 
demonstrations clearly point to the sad state of our 
knowledge about current LEjCJ practices. The highest 
ratings on "potential contribution to the state of the 
art" went to projects which were entirely prosaic in 
content (e.g., augmentation of the staff of a prosecu
tor's office, or establishment of a public defender's 
office), but which promised to provide some basic eval
uative information about them. It is incredible that 
these kinds of topics have not already been thoroughly 
and rigorously explored in the literature. But they 
have not been, according to people whose work keeps 
th:m abreast of that literature. Accordingly, one oper
at~onal recommendation is that 

(13) LEAA should define a few central unre
solved issues in LE/CJ practice~ and 
provide the funds and expertise to 
mount specially designed demonstrations 
and authoritative evaluations of them. 

Examples of such issues are: What would mandatory sen
tences do to crime rates? What would happen if plea 
bargaining were eliminated? How does decriminalization 
of status offenses affect rates for other offenses? 
These are not researchable questions as they are phrased 
here. But they could be made researchable, given LEAA's 
resources. We can think of no more dramatic contribu
tion that LEAA could make than to provide answers to a 
dozen live questions about existing strategies for pre
venting crime, catching criminals, and reducing recidivism. 

. It must be stressed that accomplishing this objec
t~ve me~ns more than setting aside money for a few large 
evaluat~on contracts. The demonstrations themselves 
must be designed explicitly as test cases. Significant 
advances in the state of the art exact seve~al prices 
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that LEAA should be ready to pay. They apply equally 
to advances through the definitive evaluation of current 
practices and to evaluation of innovations. 

The first cost arises from the nature of an opera
tional setting. To recapitulate the essential point, 
thorough evaluation means disruption in the established 
operational routine. Therefore, two typical reactions 
of a local agency are (1) to resist cooperating with a 
proposed project unless there are advantages that com
pensate for the disruption; or (2) to revise the initial 
plan--and contaminate its instructive value--in order 
to make it more compatible with existing procedures. 
Both of these responses are sensible ones in terms of 
the bureaucratic interests of the opera~ing agency~ 
and.they should not be seen as evidence of inherent 
reS1-stanoe to ahange. As we examined problems encoun
tered by Pilot Cities projects, a persistent reaction on 
our part was one of sympathy for local agency officials 
who were being perceived as resistant and uncooperative 
by Pilot Associates. For very often the line between 
helping an agency and using it was a thin one. 26 

One conclusion, then, is that 

(14) If LEAA intends to sponsor and evaluate 
genuinely innovative approaches~ it 
should be prepared to pay all the bills 
and take special measures to compensate 
the agency for its trouble. 

A second conclusion is that in these instances 

(15) LEAA should aZso exe~oise direct control 
over design and implementation of thE 
p~oject, to ensure that its experimental 
value is retained. 

Control is, of course, linked to total financing by 
LEAA, which provides the necessary leverage for making 
outside control acceptable. 

Further, the Pilot Cities experience suggests that 

(16) The price of advancement typically makes 
the grant applioation mechanism inappro
priate as a means for identifying and 
sponsoring worthwhile innovative projeats. 

26 "Tactics in Project Development," 96-203. 
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This conclusion is discussed at greater length in the 
full report. 27 The main point is that the use of the 
grant application for "choosing" the Pilot Cities was 
a charade which inhibited a clear statement of what LEAA 
wanted out of the Program and which papered over the 
reservations and confusions among the new grantees. 28 

The sum of these conclusions is that 

(17) Projects to advance the state of the 
art characteristically require LEAA to 
cal~ the shots, with very little room 
for Zocal improvisation. 

In many respects, this stance is at odds with LEAA's 
recent moves toward decentralization. But the conflict 
exists, and must be recognized. 

General Evaluation Policy. It is also recom
mended that LEAA cut back sharply on the !!loney it spends 
evaluating run-of-the-mill projects. For, based on the 
151 projects which were examined in the COU1'se of the 
Pilot Cities evaluation, we are led to conclude that 

(18) The great majority of projects funded 
by LEAA need only simple, inexpensive 
evaluations. Most of these could be 
accomplished in-house, using routinely 
gathered data. 

Almost all of the 151 projects fell in the category of 
"good things to do.,,29 If the grantee completed the in
pu·ts specified in the application and achieved the imme
diate outcomes, the projects could safely be called suc
cesses in terms of using tax dollars responsibly. Try
ing to determine whether they were successes in some 
more ultimate sense is probably not a sensible use of 
tax dollars, because vil'tually none of the projects was 
evaluable in terms of impact on crime rates and criminal 
behavior. They were almost always too short, too uncon
trolled, or too small to permit measurement of these 
ultimate consequences. The evaluations were also repeti
tive--one juvenile diversion evaluation tends to read 

27 "Improving the state of Knowledge about Current Practices," 181-183. 

28 "The Evolution of Objectives," 11-17. 

2 9 "Demonstration Proj ects ," 107-115. 
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very much like another, in its speculation about impact. 

In short, it is suggested that unless there is good 
reason to believe that a full-scale evaluation will help 
answer important unresolved issues, it should not be 
conducted. To replace the full-scale evaluation, 

(19) LEAA should develop routinely collected 
measures into an in-house evaluation 
process, for projects which do not re
quire an elaborate impact assessment. 

Much can be done to make evaluation a natural part of 
the management process. 

The preceding recommendations for advancing the 
~tate of the art have sketched an active, intAr~entinn
~st style for LEAA. We now turn to recommendations 
for improving local LE/CJ systems, and to a very dif
ferent set of implications for LEAA's role. 

3. Improving Local Criminal Justice Systems. As 
we stated at the outset, the summary lesson of the 
evaluation is that the central concept of the Pilot 
Cities Program is sound: the small, independent team 
working with agencies throughout the city and county is 
a promisin~ approach to improving local LE/CJ systems, 
and one wh~ch should be pursued. ~o Embedded in that 
conclusion are two points that need to be emphasized. 

First, the Pilot Cities Program was an experiment. 
Mistakes were made, some avoidable and some not. There 
were failures. But it appears that at some point the 
experimental nature of the Program was forgotten and 
the failures became the focus of attention. The de
cision to phase out the Pilot Cities Program was one 
outcome of this new focus, and a decision which we be
lieve was unfortunate. The existence of failures some
how came to be interpreted as proof that the concept 
was at fauZt, and this is a specious concZusion. 

The second point which needs emphasis is that in 
terms of the validity of the concept, the successful 
Teams were successful for the right reasons, and the 
unsuccessful Teams WeY'e unsucoessful for the "right" 

30 See page 1 of the Summary (conclusion #20 in the full re];Jort) 
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~eaaon8. The innovative aspect of the Pilot Cities 
approach was described by the San Jose Director as be
ing its "flea-ism"--the Team's abilit.y to move easily 
and quic!kly among the "elephants" of the LE/CJ system. 31 

The successes of Teams in all of the cities bear out the 
vulue of this kind of bureaucratic mobility and inde
pendeneC'. The T{!ama Wf'!l'e abZ(; to do ecrtain things, 
parti~ularly in the fieZd of inter-agency cooperation, 
Wtl1>h U;,' (l:wneieH eou l-d not do for themse Zves. Sim-
ilarl~, til(' failures WE're for the right reasons. That 
is, the· I'<'ltsom; for failure gf~n(Jrally were not rplated 
to tlw ('OIlC(!pt, but to proc(~ss variables and disposing 
c'onditions whi"h could more readily be identified and 
th('n skirt.('d, with the> Pilot. eltie's history as a guidc. 32 

Overall, then, it is the conclusion of this eval
uation that the Pilot Team concept should be further 
applied as a means of improving local systems. But as 
the full report indicates throughout, this should not 
be done using the program design and administrative 
meohanisms of the Pilot Cities Program. 

In fact, there is no compelling reason why future 
applications of the city/county team concept have to 
be condueted on a programmatic basis at a11. 33 It is 
recommended that 

(21) LEAA should estab~ish as poZicy that 
support of city/county teams mode Zed 
on the PiZot Team approach is an 
appropriate use of discretionary funds. 

If this is done, the following guidelines are recommend
ed to avoid the problems faced by the Pilot Teams. 'The 
guidelines are presented here in summary form. A more 
detailed discussion is given on pages 186-192 of the 
full report. 

The Director. The first priority is to hire 
the right director. Find that person, and many of the 

31 Robert Cusbman, "The Pilot Cities Experience, II in The Change 
Process in Criminal Justice, NILECJ, 1973, 46. 

32 "Team Strategies, II 90-96; tlTactics in Proj ect Development," 
103; "Impact and Procedures," 169-172. 

33 "team" in the lower case refers to the general concept of a 
city/county team, not to the Pilot Team structure as specified 
in the Pilot Cities Program design. 
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other problems will take care of themselves. Some spe
cific recommendations are: 

(22) The director of the city/county team 
should be genuinely expert in the field 
of criminal justice. 

Simply being a practitioner--a former police chief or 
attorney--is not enough by itself. And hiring someone 
with no LE/CJ background at all j.s asking for disaster.34 

(23) The director should be conversant with 
sociaZ science research techniques. 

Expertise is not required, but the director has to be 
able to speak the language and know the uses of social 
science research. 35 

(24) The director should have some expe
rience with municipaZ governments or 
negotiation situations. 

Proven ability to balance competing interests in a bu
reaucratic setting is extremely. important. The Pilot 
Cities experience indicates how difficult it is to learn 
this skill on the job. 36 

(25) The director should be fun time on the 
project, for it.is clearly a full-time 
job. 

The first Pilot grants funded the Team Director for only 
part of his time. The most successful Teams were also 
ones which quickly moved to a full-time arrangement. 37 

The Team. Turning to the issue of team member 
qualifications, the overall conclusion about the Pilot 
Cities Program is that 

34 II Imp act and the l'rature of the Team: Personnel Qualifications, II 
173-175. 
35 Ibid. 

36 11Tactics in Project Development," 96-103. 

37 IIA Note on Organization of the Teams," 41-42. 
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(26) The pilot Associates as a group were 
only marginally qualified by any stan
dard. Requirements for a few hard~ min
imum credentiaZs shouZd be defined and 
foP-owed. 

A mYl3tifying aspect of the Program was why the grantees 
accepted so many lightly qualified people for well
paid jobs, in an employer's job market. 3S 

(27) The generaZ importance of expertise in 
criminaZ justice appZies to the team 
members as weZZ as to the director. 

Associates with no background in LE/CJ fields were sel
dom productive, unless they were acting as the resident 
expert on research.39 And that leads to the next recom
mendation, that 

(28) The team shouZd possess at Zeaet one 
member with professionaZ sociaZ science 
research credentiaZs. 

The ability to do complex research competently was essen
tial to fulfilling the mission of a Pilot Cities Team. 
Teams too often were unable to meet this function; they 
had personnel with advanced degrees in social science 
fields, but that is not synonymous with expertise in 
social science research.40 

(29) LocaZ experience shouZd take Zast 
priority in seZecting team members. 

The Pilot Cities Program indicates that the best long
term entree to the local system was solid professional 
qualification, not connection with a local old-boy 
network.41 

Process. The importance of following a partic
ular proce~s was probably overestimated in the early 

38 "The Initial Teams," 4l-56. 

39 "Impact and the Nature of the Team," l72-l75. 

40 "The Ideal Pilot Team Associate: Research Credentials," 45-48. 

41 "Tactics in Proj ect Development," 96-l03; "Impact and the Nature 
of the Team," 1'72-175 
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stages of the Pilot Cities Program, but insofar as it 
does have an effect on success, it is recommended that 

(30) The basic process sequence specified in 
the PiZot grant appZications was sound 
and shouZd be retained. 

We do suggest three changes in emphasis. First, 

(31) Greater stress can be put on an activist 
approach. 

A good team can take the lead in suggesting ideas and 
advocating positions. 42 

(32) The coZZection and anaZysis of baseZine 
data shouZd support ongoing pZanning 
activities, and not exist in a vacuum. 

Baseline data can provide a useful planning tool, but 
they should not be compilations of crime statistics and 
budget breakdowns. They should be collected in support 
of team responses to the problem areas that stand out 
in the minds of local officials.43 

(33 ) Finding the right agencies to work with 
is often more important than finding 
the most "important" probZems, partic
ularly at the outset. 

Finding an agency which was willing to let the Pilot 
Team get to work quickly and show results quickly was 
extremely helpful in establishing credibility with the 
local system. Once credibility was established, other 
doors opened. 44 

Support and Monitoring. On this topic, the 
lesson of the Program seems to have been that the right 
support may not be able to push success on a poor Team, 
but the wrong support could cause a potentially adequate 
Team to fail. Our general recommendation for future 

42 "Team Strategies," 90-96; "Tactics in Proj ect Development," 
96:..i03; "Impact and Procedures:" 169-172.' 

43 Ibid. 

44 Ibid. 



efforts is that 

(34) The city/county team needs maximum inde
pendence from LEAA, as well as from the 
local LE/CJ agencies. 

Once the personnel have been selected, the useful sup
port that LEAA can provide seems to be very limited. 45 

Even the Pilot 0 funds were not a crucial factor, leading 
to the recommendation that 

(35) Some demonstration funding should be 
made available~ but it need not be a 
central component of the program design. 

De-emphasis of demonstration funding would also 
facilitate independence from the Regional Office, which 
is especially desirable: 

(36) The Regional Office's responsibility for 
team performance should be restricted to 
financial monitoring. 

Regional Offices could not make a bad Pilot Team good; 
it is unreasonable to expect that they could. They 
should not be given authority to attempt the impossible. 46 

Selection of Sites and Grantees. NILECJ de
v~ted a substantial effort to site selection, and the 
AIR team spent a great deal of time evaluating this 
effort. After the fact, it seems that both parties 
spent too much time worrying about details of a matter 
which is, at best, of secondary importance. For the 
evidenoe jndicates that 

(37) There is no apparent demographic or 
political profile of a good site. A 
good site is one that really wants 
a team. 

There is no evidence that the most successful Pilot Teams 
owed any significant portion of their success to an in
herent receptivity of the local environment. ~hat did 
matter was whether the environment was inherently hos
tile. Judging from the experiences in the eight selected 

45 "Impact and Procedures," 169-172. 

46 "The Regional Offices and Process," 104-105. 
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cities, it appears that 

(38) In considering a grant application for 
a city/county team, it is more important 
and much easier to identify unsuitable 
cities than to rank order cities which 
appear to be 8uitable. 47 

And to ensure that the team does not arrive in a suitable 
city/county, only to encounter difficulties with the 
state planning apparatus, 

(39) It should be determined whether the State 
Planning Agency (SPA) explicitly endorses 
the application for a team, not just 
whether it is willing to IIsign off ll on it. 

If possible, the SPA should know and endorse the pro~ 
spective director of the team. 48 

A final consideration in the sele~~ton of grantees, 
though not necessarily a decisive one, should be whether 
the grantee knows or cares about criminal justice. If 
possible, 

(40) The grantee chould have an institutional 
interest directly related to criminal 
justice. 

Most of the Pilot Cities grantees had no institutional 
stake in LE/CJ, and some of them were remarkably indif
fe~ent to their Pilot Team's subst&ntive activities or 
the professionalism of its members.~9 

* * * * * 

The many specific guidelines for applying the 
team approach are based on five years of experience in 
eight cities. Hindsight has made many of the guide-

47 Section IV, SITE SELECTION, 23-40; Section VI, THE CLIENTS, 65-87; 
"Impact and the Sites," 168-169. 

48 "Tactics in Project Development," 96-l03. 

49 "Application of the Grantee Criterion," 38-40. 
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lines look like the obvious thing to do in the first 
place, when in fact the issues were not at all clear at 
the outset .. But even after recognizing the problems 
that the Program's designers faced, it remains our con
clusion that the PiZot Cities history is one of a good 
idea that was poorZy transZated into an action program. 
And the fundamental reason for the design failure is 
worth mentioning, even though we have no prescriptions 
for preventing it the next time: 

(41) LEAA and NILECJ faiZed to think through 
exactZy why the Program was being 
estabZished and what it was intended to 
accompZish~ and consequentZy couZd not 
base a program design on those purposes. 

This does not mean that the Program was started 
casually, or that objectives were not specified. There 
was no shortage of objectives for the Pilot Cities Pro
gram. Rather, the Program designers failed to pare down 
the list, establish priorities, and, most of all, adhere 
to the spirit of the original idea. 

As we have been able to reconstruct the process, 
the progenitors of the team approach had a good idea, 
but one which was ultimately bound up with finding the 
right people, not following the right procedures. Rough
ly put, the applicants for what became the first Pilot 
Team said to LEAA that they had some people who were 
competent in criminal justice fields, who had thought 
carefully about the problems of introducing change, who 
had tempered those ideas in previous projects, and, as 
a result of all of these conditions, had developed an 
approach which would let them do good things in San Jose 
if LEAA would give them the money. Then came a pro
longed series of interactions between the prospective 
grantee and LEAA. At the end of it, the language of the 
grant application had been changed and some cosmetic 
aspects of the program itself had been changed. But the 
rationale for why the idea would work had been lost in 
the shuffle of revisions, and along with it had been lost 
the implications for replicating the program elsewhere. 

Instead, the vehicle for replicating the project 
was a shopping list of objectives and procedures tacked 
on by a procession of persons who participated in LEAA's 
end of the negotiations. IndividuaZZy, these persons 
may have thought very hard indeed about why the Pilot 
Cities Program was being established and what it was 
intended to accomplish. But the inconsistencies among 
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those individual V1S10ns of the Program were not re
solved. The result was a patchwork of ideas and expec
tations which could be interpreted in drastically dif
ferent ways by different people. 

Beneath it all was the simple notion that a small 
team of competent people with bureauc:r'atic mobility and 
independence can do a lot to improve law enforcement 
and criminal justice in a city, by helping local offi
qials do certain things and learn certain things that 
they are not in a position to do and learn alone. Like 
most simple notions, it was vulnerable to complication. 
Because of that, the Pilot Cities Program's test of it 
was a very incomplete one. To the extent that the Pro
gram did implement and test it, the soundness of the 
concept is supported. 
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